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The plan
In conjunction with Talybont on Usk Energy, the Prospectory will run a small trial here in rural
Wales this winter to explore an alternative, so-called ‘hybrid’ or ‘person-centred’ approach, to
domestic heating to see if we can reduce the amount of oil we consume.

The idea is to introduce a few auxiliary, person-centred, heating devices and see if that
allows households to turn down their central heating thermostats by a few degrees thereby
reducing their oil consumption and potentially their total energy consumption and costs whilst
retaining their thermal comfort.

This requires a change in thinking from heating spaces to heating people and might also be
useful for those who have older hard to insulate properties.

The aim...

The aim of the trial is to explore 4 interrelated research questions:-

(i) can one reduce a significant percentage of a household’s current oil consumption by
introducing person-centred heating alternatives?
(ii) does the occupants’ thermal comfort improve, deteriorate or stay the same?
(iii) does this reduce the total household energy consumed or simply switch the energy
source from oil to electric?
(iv) does it reduce or raise the cost of home heating?

The hope is to inspire some simple, low cost ways of improving people’s thermal comfort
whilst reducing their consumption of oil and maybe also their overall energy consumption.
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Why?
84% of home energy is required for heating - 61% space and 23% water2. For most of our
rural community, heating relies on oil and we need to find affordable, doable ways to shift
away from oil as much and as soon as we can.

My research into the current state of retrofitting schemes and grants suggests that retrofitting
older properties, whilst desirable, can be both problematic and expensive3 if it involves
complicated insulation and installing new technology like heat pumps and underfloor heating.

The good news is that there may be ways we can make a significant reduction in our heat
energy consumption in the short term without huge expense or disruption or loss of thermal
comfort. The answer is to switch focus from heating entire spaces to heating us directly!
That’s what this trial will seek to explore.

What’s the hybrid heating idea?

Current thinking on thermal comfort
Thermal comfort is defined as “the condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the
thermal environment and is assessed by subjective evaluation”. The agreed ASHRAE 55
standard for thermal comfort (originally established in the US in 1966 and regularly updated)
is expressed as the target temperature range of the air inside a house or office to keep
occupants comfortably warm.4

Since central air heating systems, we’ve become conditioned to thinking that our thermal
comfort depends on air temperature throughout a space. And, as we’ve adopted this
mindset, indoor temperatures have increased steadily by about 5-6 degs C since the
1970’s.5 The most recent ASHRAE 55 standard specifies a “comfortable” range for indoor air
temperature of around 20-23.5 degs.6

6 https://www.simscale.com/blog/2019/08/what-is-ashrae-55-thermal-comfort/

5

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/776
497/Min_temp_threshold_for_homes_in_winter.pdf

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASHRAE_55

3 Evaluation of the supply chain demonstrator project: Year 2 Evaluation report
(publishing.service.gov.uk)
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What’s the problem with that?

It’s people, not buildings, who need that level of heating
The main problem is that it takes a huge amount of energy to heat entire air spaces
uniformly (1 kWh for every 10 square metres of your home). Buildings themselves do require
some heating but not to such high levels, it's the people in them that do. And, the fewer the
occupants relative to space, the more wasteful the energy use is.

Expectations have changed of what is normal for indoor living
Since central heating, people have adapted to uniformly warm indoor temperatures and
many people now don’t bother to wear warmer clothes indoors in winter which means they
both expect and require higher air temperature to prevent bodily heat loss.

An estimated 17.7 million UK households (64%) set their thermostat to 20°C or higher, while
2.7 million households are setting it to 25°C or more. Research also shows that younger
people are more likely to crank their heating all the way up to 25°C or above, with 21% of
those aged 18-24 saying this is their preferred temperature, compared to just 3% of those
aged 55 or older.7

There is even some evidence that living in a constantly uniformly warm temperature
(houses, offices, cars) our thermoregulatory systems may atrophy when they are not
regularly activated by changes in environmental temperature. 8

8

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308296451_Thermal_comfort_of_heterogeneous_and_dyna
mic_indoor_conditions_-_An_overview
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https://www.hip-magazine.co.uk/turning-thermostats-down-by-1c-uk-could-save-uk-households-1-4-bil
lion/
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Central heating relies primarily on convection - it doesn’t heat you
directly

Central heating mostly heats via convection - heating air which then rises. If the house lacks
excellent insulation, has high ceilings, a draught under a door or a window that has been
opened to improve ventilation for Covid protection (!) then even more energy is used to
overcome that and keep the entire space up to temperature.

Heating the air in a room doesn’t directly heat your body. At ~36 degs, you are always
warmer than the air in the room.Central Heating works by slowing down the amount of heat
your body loses through radiation. (Contrast sitting outside in the sun and being comfortably
warm (due to the sun’s radiation) despite the surrounding air temperature being very low.)

Activity level has a huge effect

Home occupants carry out different activities in the home in different rooms and at different
times. Our metabolic rates are 3 times as great when, for example, we are cleaning the
house than when we are sitting reading and twice as great when cooking9. So, a constant
room air temperature isn’t always necessary.

Individual variation in thermal comfort levels

On top of that, despite all humans having the same core temperature of ~36 degs, there is
enormous individual variation in how comfortable people feel at different air temperatures.
Here’s an example from a study in an office environment10. The X axis shows the air
temperature. The Y axis shows people’s comfort rating ranging from 1 “much too cool”, 4
“comfortable” to 7 “much too warm”. As you can see, individual estimations of comfort are
noticeably scattered at all the otherwise ‘acceptable’ air temperatures.

10

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301221979_Diversity_in_Thermal_Sensation_drivers_of_var
iance_and_methodological_artefacts

9 https://www.simscale.com/blog/2019/08/what-is-ashrae-55-thermal-comfort/
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Other studies show that, on average,  females prefer higher room temperatures than males
by 1.2- 3 degs C11 and for the same reported thermal sensation, the finger temperature of
individuals can vary by as much as 10 degs C!12

Heat pumps operate most efficiently at lower water temperatures

More sustainable heating alternatives like heat pumps operate at lower temperatures than oil
or gas boilers so work better with either underfloor heating or larger radiators. This
sometimes leads to householders being unhappy with the resulting thermal comfort because
they feel their air temperature is less warm than with conventional radiators where they can
identify the heat source in a room.

12 Observations of upper-extremity skin temperature and corresponding overall-body thermal
sensations and comfort - ScienceDirect
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How is a hybrid approach different?
Thermal comfort is whether you feel comfortably warm and not how warm the air around you
is. A hybrid approach concentrates on heating people’s bodies directly rather than heating
entire spaces uniformly.

It doesn’t mean turning off central heating completely. The idea is to turn down central space
heating by a few degrees (say down to 17 or 18 degs C) which delivers a significant  energy
and cost saving. Some calculations suggest 7-10% of heat energy is saved for every 1
degree lowering of the thermostat.13

In rooms where you spend significant time sitting, reading or working or which you only
occupy for short periods of time (e.g.a bathroom), you introduce additional heat sources
based on either Infra-red radiation and/or conduction to create personalised micro comfort
zones.
There are different options for doing this:-

Heating by Infra-red (I-R) radiation
Our trial will test the effectiveness and practical application of Infrared heating panels.

Heat waves propagate from I-R heaters in the same way as radiation from the sun. The
waves don’t heat the air they pass through. Only when the rays hit an object with mass is the

13 https://www.lowtechmagazine.com/2015/03/local-heating.html
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energy absorbed and converted to heat which can then radiate back to heat the air. And IR
radiation actually penetrates our skin (to different depths depending on the exact
wavelength) which is why it is used for medical purposes14.

I-R panels also heat up to 80-90 deg C in about 5 minutes so they more rapidly and
noticeably warm the body parts which are in their directional path. Like sitting in the sun or
close to a log burning stove, radiation is often perceived as the most pleasant form of heat -
possibly because the skin surface in the wave path gets noticeably warm. Over time, the
objects and walls in the room will also absorb this radiated heat and reflect that back into the
room.

In contrast, conventional radiators (despite the name) are designed to maximise convection
over radiation in order to heat the entire air space. Often the radiant metal surfaces face
each other so that the surfaces radiate to each other to heat the air between the panels
which then rise and heat the air by convection. Consequently the share of radiant heat
transfer from conventional radiators is only 20-30%.

So, radiant IR heaters can make people comfortably warm without necessarily having to
heat the whole space. This means that our individual  thermal comfort is less dependent on
the size of a room, how well insulated it is and whether you like to have a window or door
open for some reason.

Studies of radiant heating systems suggest that they offer the potential of reduced energy
consumption and a favourable tie in with low temperature and low intensity energy systems
such as heat pumps whilst maintaining thermal comfort.15

Heating by conduction
The 3rd way of directly heating our bodies is via conduction, i.e. being in direct contact with a
surface which is warmer than we are.

This includes electric blankets, heated office, lounge or car seats, battery heated jackets or
body wraps and heat pads of various kinds. These use relatively small amounts of electricity
because they only need to heat a small area (e.g. your back) in order to keep you warm.

In a room temperature of 18 degs, a lab study16 compared the thermal comfort provided by 3
different conduction heaters : a chair, a desk mat and a floor mat. The heated chair was
rated best for thermal comfort followed by the desk mat and lastly the floor mat. The heated
chair was also the most energy efficient.

16 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S036013231630467X

15 (PDF) Numerical modeling of high-temperature radiant panel heating system for an industrial hall
(researchgate.net)

14 Which is why it’s used for medical purposes.
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Some may prefer these body heating methods simply because they find hot air rooms stuffy
or sleepy.

Trial details
The current plan is for the trial to run for 3 months from January 2022. Given the small
numbers (~12 households) and messy problems of oil energy measurement plus
uncontrollable outside temperatures, this trial will not be quantitatively robust. It will be
primarily qualitative and experiential in nature but with as much energy consumption and
cost data collected as we can manage.  I’m not surprised that much of the research so far on
thermal comfort seems to have taken place in controlled lab conditions not houses!

Households are being recruited through a community newsletter and via local social media.
We will attempt to select a balance of house types, energy use, demographics and lifestyles.
We will focus on homes where at least one member is at home most days.

All participants will be interviewed pre-trial on their current heating behaviour, energy
consumption data, heating costs, heating concerns, lifestyle, and their individual views on
their current thermal comfort and ways they use to stay warm.

At the start of the trial period, households will be asked to turn down the central heating
thermostats by ~2 degrees from their normal setting for the trial period. During that time, they
will be provided with a portable 500 w Herschel I-R panel which they can experiment with
using in different rooms (for radiant heat) plus a battery heated gilet to wear and an
electrically heated seat cover for use on an office seat or armchair (for conductive heat).

Participants will be alerted by a mobile text message at a different time each day prompting
completion of a 1-2 minute survey collecting data on their current thermal comfort level,
room location, room air temperature, recent activity level, clothing levels and any currently
active heat sources.

Estimated oil consumption along with electricity consumption will be collected and recorded
as frequently and accurately as we can manage before, during and after the trial period. We
are currently experimenting with an oil flow meter but providing each property with one of
these looks to be prohibitively expensive.

https://www.herschel-infrared.co.uk/portable-infrared-heaters/


At the end of the trial period, we will conduct another in-depth interview of the householders
about their activities, device use patterns and feedback and experiences through the trial
period and explore any changes the trial has made in their use of, attitude to or future plans
for home heating.  We will also assess their interest in purchasing any of the types of
devices used in the trial.


